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ABSTRACT

The entorhinal-hippocampus structure in the mammalian brain is the core area for realizing spatial cognition.
However, the visual perception and loop detection methods in the current biomimetic robot navigation model
still rely on traditional visual SLAM schemes and lack the process of exploring and applying biological visual
methods. Based on this, we propose amap construction method thatmimics the entorhinal-hippocampal cognitive
mechanism of the rat brain according to the response of entorhinal cortex neurons to eye saccades in recent related
studies. That is, when mammals are free to watch the scene, the entorhinal cortex neurons will encode the saccade
position of the eyeball to realize the episodicmemory function. The characteristics of this model are as follows: 1) A
scenememory algorithm that relies on visual saccade vectors is constructed to imitate the biological brain’smemory
of environmental situation information matches the current scene information with the memory; 2) According to
the information transmission mechanism formed by the hippocampus and the activation theory of spatial cells,
a localization model based on the grid cells of the entorhinal cortex and the place cells of the hippocampus was
constructed; 3) Finally, the scene memory algorithm is used to correct the errors of the positioning model and
complete the process of constructing the cognitive map. The model was subjected to simulation experiments on
publicly available datasets and physical experiments using a mobile robot platform to verify the environmental
adaptability and robustness of the algorithm. The algorithm will provide a basis for further research into bionic
robot navigation.
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1 Introduction

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) of mobile robots is one of the key areas
of robotics research [1] and it is also the basis for supporting robot navigation. After long-term
research, biologists have found that spatial cognition [2] and episodic memory [3] are the basic
abilities of mammals when performing environmental exploration tasks [4]. Hafting et al. [5] in
2005 identified grid cell neurons with a hexagonal firing pattern in the internal olfactory cortex
of the rat, whose activation firing pattern can cover the entire two-dimensional environmental
space that the rat is exposed to, and which constitute the key to path integration during rat
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locomotion [6]. However, as early as 1971, O’Keefe discovered that there is a special kind of
nerve cell in the hippocampus of the rat brain [7]. This cell is activated whenever the rat is in a
certain place in space. Therefore, this cell is defined as place cell and its location-specific discharge
provides the rat with relevant information about the current environmental location [8]. Activated
place cell firing field can express a definite environmental location and the motion path of the
robot can be described by the discharge activity of place cells in some locations [9]. Using place
cells in the environment can maintain a stable spatial representation in a short period of time
but will eventually accumulate errors over a longer period. These errors will cause large-scale
deviations of path information, so external sensory cues need to be used for correction [10]. The
activation of grid cells comes from the drive of self-motion and external environmental cues and
provides a stable metric for place cells. Effective physiological experiments show that the grid cell
is the forward input neuron of the place cell, which is also the basic cell that forms the cognitive
map in the brain [11–14].

Interestingly, in the process of visual perception in mammals, there are also activated firing
neurons similar to grid cells and place cells to encode visual space and the focus of the eye.
Recent electrophysiological and neuroimaging studies have shown that the internal olfactory cortex
exhibits hexagonal neuronal firing fields encoding the direction of eye gaze [15], and that similar
hippocampal formation mechanisms supporting navigation also regulate world-centered visuospa-
tial representation (i.e., where the viewer is looking) during pure visual exploration [16,17]. Visual
information is converted from eye-centric coordinates to world-centric coordinates using a similar
reference system transformation computation as during navigation [18], and the two main neurons
involved in the computation are named visual grid cells [19] and spatial view cells [20,21]. When
a mammal observes a visual situation or identify an object, the eyeball will generate a sequence
of saccade movement and sensory input forming a sensorimotor sequence [22,23]. Separating the
sensory input (that is the focus of the eye) from the saccadic movement of the eyeball, a series
of saccadic movement paths can be regarded as mazy trajectories on the two-dimensional visual
plane [24]. Contrast with the process of spatial navigation, the trajectory information of the rat
moving freely on the two-dimensional plane forms a stable spatial expression for the entire two-
dimensional visual field and the focus of the eye can be regarded as a place to stay [25]. This can
jointly encode visual perception and recognition in the process of episodic memory.

How the brain recognizes familiar scenes and objects at the neural level is a com-plex problem.
The current visual SLAM loop detection scheme has proposed a bag-of-words model [26], super-
vised learning [27,28] and unsupervised learning methods [29,30]. However, these methods either
stay in the parallel processing of low-level features or require a complex learning and training
process and are highly dependent on the later processing stage. Since the groundbreaking study
of the eyeball by Yarbus et al. [31], it has been known that visual cognition is dependent on
the saccade movement of the eyeball [32,33]. The mammal will calculate the position of the next
eye focus of the stimulus according to the stimulus identity of the current eye focus and scan
to the characteristic position [34]. In the cognitive stage, the image or scene being looked at is
regarded as a set of sensory features and the vector relationship at the feature points is established
through saccade movement to form a memory representation of the image scene [35]. To this
end, we propose a map construction model based on the rat brain hippocampus, which uses
saccade sensory motor sequences to simulate visual memory pathways and calculates the similarity
information between the current environment and the visual template library for obtaining the
closed-loop points in the odometer. This closed-loop detection method is combined with the
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entorhinal-hippocampal pathway calculation model that performs accurate path integration of
self-motion cues can generate an accurate environmental cognitive map.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 The Overall Framework of the Model
In this section, based on the activation theory and information transmission mechanism

of hippocampal space cells, a calculation model of grid cells and place cells is constructed to
obtain the current spatial positioning information of the robot. By fusing the spatial positioning
information of the robot with the visual cognitive image information based on the sensory motion
sequence, an accurate cognitive map is established. The establishment of this cognitive map is
based on mammals’ spatial and visual cognitive mechanism, which realizes environmental percep-
tion and memory functions and has sufficient biological interpretability. The framework of the
cognitive map construction model is shown in Fig. 1. The model mainly contains two pathways:
one is the view memory unit, which uses sensorimotor sequences to encode visual information; the
other is an information transmission model that mimics rat brain entorhinal-hippocampus self-
motion, which uses the information transmission model from grid cells to place cells to encode
position information. Among them, the forward input of the grid cell is the velocity and direction
information obtained by the robot body [36]. Finally, the two channels are merged to construct
a map memory unit and the situational information recorded by the view memory model is
used to correct the formed cognitive map in a closed loop to form an accurate environmental
cognitive map.
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Figure 1: Map construction of the hippocampal cognitive mechanism in the rat-like brain

2.2 Visual Cognitive Memory Calculation Method
In the process of visual cognition, our eyes acquire a stable image from outside and we

usually do not notice that our eyeball perform multiple saccades per second. When the eye
scans to the next focus, many visual cortex neurons that indicate a specific stimulus predict it
before the stimulus reaches the visual receptive field. This process can be described as a series of
sensorimotor sequences and predictions after motion positioning. It is not yet clear how the neural
network in the brain extracts available information from continuous sensation and movement or
how to use the acquired information to predict subsequent sensory stimulation results. Roughly
remembering the saccade movement sequence will lead to a huge learning process, because the
perceptual movement sequence arrangement can be random for each perceived image.
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Therefore, the visual cognitive memory computing model we suggested draws inspiration from
how the hippocampus structure predicts the spatial position in the environment. It uses visual grid
cells like the grid cell firing pattern to characterize input image information and associates the
eyeball focus position with sensory input. It can predict the next position of the eye focus by using
the saccade motion signal and then call the sensory features related to that position to predict
the sensory input. We set each eye focus sensory input from a small sensory block, including two
parallel circuits that use sensory motion sequences to learn and recognize image blocks.

The network structure of this algorithm simulates the mechanism by which visual grid cells
provide visual field metrics. We consider that the visual grid cells encode the vectors between the
salient stimulus features within the field of view to drive the saccade movement in the period
of visual episodic memory. And each time the focus of the eye stays is coded with spatial view
cells. The computational framework of the visual cognitive memory model is shown in Fig. 2. In
short, the set of visual grid cells uniformly encodes the location points focused in the visual field
and any two such locations can be used as input to a vector cell model. The model generates
a displacement vector between these two locations from the activity of the visual grid cells and
combines this with visual processing. In the learning phase, the gray image collected by the robot
body camera is sampled by the square fovea. The feature detector detects the features of the local
pixel block encoded by the visual grid cell and establishes the Hebbian connection between the
local feature unit and the frame node. Then, learn the relationship between local feature units and
the location of these features in the field of view. Finally, all local feature units on this image
establishes a two-way connection with the frame node, that is, each frame receives the connection
from the local feature unit constituting the feature of the frame and corresponding also has a
reverse projection to this local feature unit set.

Figure 2: Visual cognitive memory model. The gray image is sampled by the square fovea (blue
plaid). The feature detector drives local feature units (blue and orange circles) and each local
feature unit encodes a specific salient feature. During learning, each local feature unit is associated
with a focal position encoded by a spatial view cell. Local feature unit set is bidirectionally
connected to the frame node, which is used to encode the frame being learned. In the recognition
stage, when the detected local feature unit triggers the frame node, the local feature unit set selects
the focus position of the next local feature unit to be activated (orange feature and orange arrow).
The current and target focus positions indicate that the next eye movement saccade vector will be
generated
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Once the visual memory model has learned the necessary connection relationship, it will test
its recognition memory through the next input frame image of the robot. A closed-loop point
detection mechanism includes the following processes: 1) The foveal array is centered on a given
local feature and the feature detector drives the local feature unit to participate in feature match-
ing; 2) The locally activated feature unit drives its related frame nodes to generate competitive
hypotheses about the visual stimulus frame. The most exciting frame node then determines the
calculation of the next saccade motion vector from the local feature unit group, which generates
a saccade vector. The previously activated local feature unit is reset to zero, and the most exciting
frame node uses its return vector to select and detect the next local feature unit to be activated.
The gray-scale image is associated with the visual grid cells. The saccade vector of two local
features are calculated by the visual grid cells. The spatial view cell coding of the gaze position
of the eyeball is activated, which forward input is derived from the coding vector of the visual
grid cells. While repeating this step cyclically, the local feature unit will accumulate discharge in
the entire recognition cycle until the frame node activation “decision threshold” is reached. That
is, the main assumption about the frame node is accepted.

The spatial periodicity of different scales of visual grid cells indicates that they furnish a
compact encoding for the two-dimensional space environment and uniquely encode the location
information in the space. Similarly, we assume that the visual grid cells also have such character-
istics and what is encoded is not a two-dimensional space, but a two-dimensional view plane. For
the focal position information in the two-dimensional view plane, we also use spatial view cells
with similar place cell characteristics to perform activation discharge expression. The visual grid
cell is used as a canonical emissivity map as a table of eyeball focus positions. Each map consists
of a matrix of the same size as the focal position table, and is calculated as a 60-degree offset,
using Eqs. (1)–(3) to superimpose the cosine wave:
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where b0, b1 and b2 are the normal vectors of the cosine wave. Nine modules of grid cells with
constant orientation were used, and F is the spatial frequency of the grid. The grids of different
visual grid cells in a module/scale are offset from each other and together cover the entire visual
field uniformly. For each grid scale, 100 offsets were sampled uniformly along the long axis of two
adjacent equilateral triangles on the grid. Thus, the visual grid cell set consists of 9 modules/scales
with 100 cells per module/scale.

For calculating the displacement vector between the two eye focal points, we refer to the
oscillating interference model from grid cells to place cells to simulate the activation process from
visual grid cells to spatial view cells. Briefly, a given location in the two-dimensional plane is
uniquely represented by a set of visual grid cells, a visual grid cell with the appropriate phase in
each module is projected to the focal location and activates a spatial view cell. And the relative
encoding difference between the two sets of neurons calibrates the sweep vector between the origin
and target locations. The connection between activation of the spatial view cell and the eye focal
stimulus is generic (independent of the features of the stimulus) and can be established during
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development. We can consider a two-dimensional vector navigation problem such as this: given the

position representation of the sweep starting point
⇀
a and the sweep ending point

⇀

b, calculate the

displacement vector
⇀

d between the two positions. More precisely, the set of phase representations
of the visual grid cell modules at the start a and end b of the sweep in the two-dimensional plane
is given by Eq. (4).

pM,i(
⇀
e)= {pM,1(

⇀
e), pM,2(

⇀
e), . . . ,pM,i(

⇀
e)} (4)

where M denotes the x and y axes, i represents the module scale, and �e is the sweep start and
end vector. Consider visual grid cell modules with scales si, and the phase of each module on
each axis at the starting point is 0. Then the phase at the sweep focus is:

pM,i(
⇀

b)= dMmod(si)
si

× 2π (5)

Among them,dM is the distance component of the distance between two points on the x or

y axes, that is,
⇀

d = (dx,dy). The problem then becomes one of recovering
⇀

d from pM,i(
⇀

b).

In the learning and memory stage, the location of the gaze point is randomly selected
from the input image and coded by visual grid cells and the first gaze focus of each frame
will be recorded. Dozens of pixels around the gaze focus are grouped into local pixel blocks.
Feature detection is done by a crowd of sensory cells (gaussian adjustment of the preferred gray
value) react to the content of each pixel in the part pixel set. The preferred pixel value of the
gaussian tuning curve of sensory cell is derived from the blurred image during the memory stage.
Depending on the content of the feature detectors, different subsets of these sensory neurons
will be in their most active state. That is, for a given feature detector content, the sum of all
sensory neurons drives the given local feature label unit to the greatest extent, thus realizing a
simple feature detection model. The fuzzy of feature acquisition may result in incorrect initial
assumptions about participating stimuli, that is, incorrect frame node are the most active. This
assumption will produce saccade positions that will not bring the detector to the expected features.
Therefore, sensory cells can drive many local feature units because of accidental partial overlap
between their preferred features and what is detected by the fovea. These local feature units
transfer certain activities to their related frame nodes.

2.3 Imitation Entorhinal-Hippocampus Self-Motion Information Localization Algorithm
2.3.1 Grid Cell Binary Matrix Acquisition

Place cells are the main dependent neurons for rats to determine their current spatial location
and it is also the basis for the establishment of cognitive maps. The grid cell that exist in the
entorhinal cortex are also the main input neurons for the place cells in the hippocampus, so there
is a need to build a transmission circuit from grid cells to place cells. We propose an iterative
model to realize this transfer circuit, which can meet the precise positioning requirements of
the robot’s position in the current space area. In addition, by adding real-time detection of a
single position field in the calculation process of the iterative model, the number of grid field
iterations can be dynamically adjusted to increase the precision and efficiency of the algorithm.
This algorithm includes the following steps: 1) Get the grid cell firing rate matrix about current
area; 2) Binarize the matrix according to the corresponding discharge rate; 3) Iterate successively
the binarized matrix obtained from each different grid parameter; 4) Real-time detection of
whether there is a single-place field formed. If it has not been generated, it will continue to
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execute the iteration, otherwise it will stop. The operating process of the iterative model is shown
in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Obtaining robot body position information through iterative models

First, the mathematical expression of the discharge rate g(x,y) of the grid cells in the two-
dimensional space in a given space area is as shown in Eq. (6).

g(x,y)= 2
3
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Among them, r represents the current location of the agent; r0 represents the phase of the
grid field; ki represents the wave vector and its mathematical expression is:
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|ki| = 2π
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where θ represents the grid field orientation, and |ki| represents the size of the wave vector.

Suppose the area is a rectangular area with length and width respectively L and D. The
grid field of the grid cells in the rectangular area is essentially a matrix M(X ,Y ). The matrix
M stockpiles the discharge rate of the grid cells at the respective position, which is defined as
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the discharge rate matrix. Calculate grid cells discharge rate at each position in the rectangular
area and save it into the matrix to get the discharge rate matrix. Then binarize the discharge rate
matrix, the purpose is to filter out the possible positions of the robot body in the space area. This
requires setting up a window comparator. Set the point in the matrix that matches the discharge
rate of the current grid cell to 1, which means that the current position is the possible position
of the body. If the discharge rate does not match the point, set it to 0, which means that the
current position is not where the body may exist. The functional relationship between the output
of the window comparator and the input is F(g), and its expression is shown in Eq. (9).

F(g)=
{
1g ∈ [T −�T/2,T +�T/2]
0g ∈ [gmin,T −�T/2]∪ [T +�T/2,gmax]

(9)

In the Eq. (9), T represents the current grid cell discharge rate; �T represents the length of
the window comparator’s screening interval. Its function is to improve the fault tolerance rate of
the model and prevent the location screening when the accuracy is low. g represents the current
discharge rate of the grid cell, gmin and gmax respectively represent the maximum and minimum
discharge rate. After the discharge rate matrix passes through the window comparator F(g), a new
binary matrix MBn(x,y) will be generated. The value in this matrix has only two possibilities: 0
or 1, where 1 means that the robot body may be in the current position and 0 means that the
robot body may not be in the current position.

2.3.2 Iterative Solution of Place Cell Discharge Field
Suppose there are i grid fields, after the discharge rate matrix and binarization solution, i

binary matrix MBn(x,y), n = (1, 2 . . . i), x ∈ [0,L], y ∈ [0,D]. Among them, MBn represents the
binary matrix corresponding to the n-th grid cell. The position matrix is POS(x,y) and the value
unit of the elements in the matrix is only 0 or 1, its meaning is consistent with the binary matrix.
When the iteration starts, the numerical value in the place matrix is all 1. The staple opinion
of the iterative process is to multiply the place matrix and the binary matrix according to the
corresponding elements. The algorithm is shown in Eq. (10), n represents the frequency of iterative
calculations.

POS(x,y)=POS(x,y). ∗MBn(x,y) (10)

After each iteration of the calculation, the binary matrix will transfer its location information
to the place matrix. With the increase of the number of iterations, the possible locations of
the agent on the position matrix gradually decrease, which indicates the position of the agent
is gradually clear. Numerous calculation experiments have found that simply using the iterative
model to solve the position field may result in multiple position fields on the obtained position
matrix. This situation may be caused by insufficient number of iterations, or it may be that a
single position field has been generated on the position matrix when the number of iterations is
less than the set number. Therefore, the number of iterative calculations must be reasonable. The
solution algorithm with a fixed number of iterations cannot guarantee the accuracy and efficiency
of the algorithm, a method of changing the number of iterations is required. A real-time detection
process for the position matrix is added. After each iteration calculation is completed, it is judged
whether a single position field has been generated on the position matrix, and this is the basis
for judging whether it is necessary to increase the number of iterations. The schematic diagram
of the iterative solution process of place field detection is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Place field detection iterative solving process

Search for the element of 1 in the current position matrix POS(x,y) and save the corre-
sponding horizontal and vertical coordinates to an array respectively xdata(n), ydata(n). Among
them, n= (1, 2 . . . i), i represents the number of elements of the current position matrix as 1. We
choose to use variance to determine the degree of dispersion of the data. Suppose function S(A)

representative variance array A request, the variance of the array xdata(n), ydata(n) is Sx and Sy.
Set a judgment threshold Ts, when Sx and Sy are less than Ts at the same time, a single position
field has been generated, otherwise it will continue to iterate.

2.4 Cognitive Map Construction Method
Cognitive map is an internal expression of the external space environment. We refer to the

construction method of experience map in RatSLAM algorithm [37] to construct cognitive map,
as shown in Fig. 5 for a schematic diagram of cognitive map construction.

Figure 5: Cognitive map diagram

This cognitive map is a topological structure, which contains information about the firing field
activity of the place cell and the environmental information of visual memory. The cognitive map
is composed of many cognitive nodes e with topological relationships, and the cognitive nodes are
represented by the relationship ωij. Each cognitive node is represented as a three-element set as
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shown in Eq. (11).

ei = {pi,Vi, li} (11)

In the Eq. (11), pi represents positional cell neuron activity information; Vi represents
visual environment memory information; li represents the relative positional relationship between
cognitive nodes.

As the robot continues to move in the environment, the scale of the environment map will
continue to increase. However, since the iterative model from grid cells to place cells is only
limited to cognition in a given spatial area, we introduce the concept of local location recognition
reset for this purpose. The specific strategy is that when the robot reaches the boundary of the
predetermined coding area, the grid cell phase will be periodically reset, so that the mobile robot
is again at the center of the rectangular area covered by the grid field after the reset. Through this
method, each time the grid cell phase is reset, the place cell can immediately generate a position
code for a new spatial region to realize the position recognition of the rat in any size spatial
region. The local location recognition reset process is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Mechanisms of position perception under periodic resetting of grid cell phase

With the continuous exploration of the robot in the environment, the location-specific dis-
charge activity of the cells will fill the entire environmental space that it walks over time. At the
same time, the cognitive nodes of the cognitive map will continue to increase with the discharge
of the place cells. Setting an initial position recognition to the node (0, 0, 0). At each time when
a single place discharge field is generated on the location matrix, it is determined whether the
activity information pi of the current place cell, the image features of visual memory and their
vector relations Vi match the corresponding information in the already existing cognitive nodes. If
they do not match, store pi and Vi to the newly created cognitive node. The new cognitive node
can be expressed by Eq. (12).

ej = {pj,Vj, li+�lij} (12)

Among them, �lij is the relationship variable between cognitive nodes, that is, the connection
between cognitive nodes ei and ej.

An evaluation parameter S is used to compare the matching degree between the activity
information of the cell at the current position and the corresponding position information in the
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existing cognitive node as Eq. (13).

Si =μp|pi− p| (13)

When S does not reach the set threshold, detect the local feature unit and its corresponding
vector relationship in the visual image memory. If the visual memory reaches the recognition
threshold condition, it means that the current position information and environmental characteris-
tics of the robot have passed by here during the previous movement. That is, it is considered that
it has returned to the place that the robot has experienced before, which is the so-called closed
loop point. When S exceeds the set threshold, only a new cognitive map node is created, and the
visual inspection process is not performed.

As the cognitive node e continues to accumulate, its relative error is also accumulating. When
the closed loop point is reached, the position integrated by the path on the cognitive map will be
mismatched with the current actual position. The relative relaxation of the topological structure
of the experience map is to minimize the error between the change of the integral error and the
absolute position and use its topological structure to adjust the position of the cognitive node
as shown in Eq. (14). The correction mechanism of cognitive map is continuous, and the error
correction is more obvious at the closed loop point.

�li = α

[∑Nf

j=1
(lj − li−�lij)+

∑Nt

k=1
lk− li−�lkj

]
(14)

Among them, α is a correction constant, Nf represents the number of nodes that need to be
corrected from the cognitive node ei to other nodes, and Nt represents the number of nodes that
need to be corrected from other cognitive nodes to cognitive nodes ei. In the experiment process
of this article, the value of α is generally 0.5. If the value is too large, it will cause instability
of the entire map, while the value of too small will cause the map correction rate to be too low,
which will affect the accuracy of the map.

With the accumulation of time in construction, the above algorithm will inevitably cause the
redundancy of experience points resulting in a cognitive map with too many redundant nodes,
which is difficult to maintain and manage a map sequence. Therefore, the sequence of cognitive
nodes must be maintained at a level that can be managed and preserved. The pruning of the
cognitive map is achieved by setting the maximum node density threshold in the space, so that
the finally formed cognitive map has nothing to do with the exploration time of the robot
and is proportional to the size of the exploration space. Its realization method is as shown in
Eq. (15).

{k|k ∈ e, l ∈ g},g=
{
xl < x< xl+1
yl < y< yl+1

}
(15)

Among them, e is a collection of cognitive nodes and g is a collection of cognitive map grid
blocks. As shown in Fig. 7, when the cognitive node A already exists in a grid block and the new
cognitive node B also appears in the grid, the cognitive node B is deleted, the nodes related to B
are linked to A.
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Figure 7: Deletion of cognitive nodes. Before trimming (left), after trimming (right)

3 Results

3.1 Simulation Experiment Results of the Iterative Algorithm
The cognitive map constructed in this article is a dynamic incremental location cognitive

map model based on the activation of the firing process of place cells at a specific location and
the integration of visual memory units. Therefore, the accuracy of the iterative model algorithm
designed in the previous article. It is essential to establish a complete spatial cognitive map. In the
experiment, the rectangular area of cell activation at a given single location was set to a space
size of 40 cm × 40 cm and 8 grid cell modules were used to generate the corresponding grid
cell binary matrix. The characteristic parameters of the grid field corresponding to the 8 grid
cell modules are: grid field orientation θ selected range is between 0∼360, grid field spacing λ

range is 0.5∼2 cm, grid field phase r0 is randomly selected in the rectangular space. The process
of generating a single place cell discharge field by the iterative algorithm is independent of the
number of iterations, so the algorithm performed a real-time inspection of the location matrix at
the end of each iteration calculation decided whether it was necessary to increase the number of
iterations. The specific experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of single-place field activation discharge calculated by iterative algo-
rithm. Comparing the results of the three times, too many or too few iterative calculations cannot
guarantee the accuracy of position expression. (a) After 4 iterations of calculation, the process of
forming a place cell discharge field at a single location. (b) After 7 iterations of calculation, the
process of forming a single place cell discharge field. (c) After 10 iterations of calculation, the
process of forming a single place cell discharge field

3.2 Visual Cognitive Memory Experiment
When the robot starts to move from the initial position, the image frames recorded by the

camera will be learned at regular intervals. Frame nodes, local feature unit set, and visual grid
cells will be associated. Next, the images collected by the mobile robot will be compared with
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the recorded image frames. The recognition memory driven by the visual grid cells will take
over this process and calculate the saccade vectors for the predicted positions of other stimulus
features. Detecting the first perceptual local feature unit also means generating a hypothesis of
the scene experienced in the past, and the main hypothesis (this mean the most active frame node
neuron) determines the continuous saccade to confirm the hypothesis. Fig. 9 shows the image
frame recognition process of this model when running the Bicocca data set [38]. Each eye vector
saccade means moving a different local feature part to the focus of the eye. Once the feature
detection reaches the recognition threshold, it will continue to scan to the next local feature. We
set a recognition (decision) threshold of 0.9, and each sweep represents a move of the local feature
stimulus to the eye focus. When the cumulative local feature recognition reaches the recognition
threshold, it means that this frame has been learned and remembered before, and this frame is
also the closed-loop point for the mobile robot to build a map, at which point the cumulative
error with the previous closed-loop point on the map is corrected.

Figure 9: (Continued)
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Figure 9: Pictures A–F are examples of recognition of some image frames when running the
Bicocca data set [38]. Most images can be recognized in the process of four saccades. The blue
circle represents the center of the image’s local features; the red line represents the saccade
movement of the eyeball; the dotted line represents the decision threshold. For each local feature,
after the recognition is successful, the recognition activation rate of the image frame will increase
until it reaches the recognition threshold

3.3 Cognitive Map Construction
To verify the validity of the cognitive map construction method proposed, we designed three

experiments: 1) Simulation experiments based on the public data set Bicocca; 2) Use the robot
platform equipped with this model to explore the scene in the laboratory and record the data to
build a cognitive map; 3) Compare the model in this article with the classic rat-like brain mapping
algorithm RatSLAM.

The public data set Bicocca (indoor) was collected by a mobile robot in a building of the
University of Bicocca in Milan. The data set contains 68083 images. The part of the location
explored by the robot during the collection of the data set consists of the ground floor of
the office building and the corresponding floor of the adjacent building. The two buildings are
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connected by a glass-walled bridge with a roof. A plan view of the dataset building is shown in
Fig. 10a, while Fig. 10b shows the path trajectory of part of the dataset used in the experiment.

Figure 10: (a) Building plan of the Bicocca data set. (b) Path trajectory diagram of part of the
data set used in the algorithm of this article (red line)

Before the model runs, it is necessary to pre-train the grid cells to pre-encode the position of
each pixel in the input image area to calculate the eye focus and eye saccade vector during the
run. Before the model runs, it is necessary to pretrain the grid cells to pre-encode the position
of each pixel in the input image area to calculate the eye focus and eye saccade vector during
the run. In addition, in the model calculation process, all RGB images in the input data set will
be uniformly converted into grayscale images to reduce the amount of calculation and one frame
per 100 frames is selected as a visual memory point. Fig. 11 shows the running results of the
constructed cognitive map at different times. It can be seen from Figs. 11a–11d that as the robot
moves, the cumulative error of sensors such as the odometer becomes larger and larger. Cause
the trajectory of the robot deviates from the original trajectory, which has a large deviation from
the actual path and the trajectory is relatively messy. However, the cognitive map can successfully
detect the closed loop, correct the path and successfully construct the environmental map.
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Figure 11: (Continued)
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Figure 11: The process of building a cognitive map. (a) The mapping situation of the algorithm
model when it is close to the closed-loop point but does not reach the closed-loop point when
the algorithm model has nearly completed a week. Before reaching the closed loop point, the
original odometer and the constructed cognitive map are almost the same. Since the closed-loop
point of the map has not been reached, the first local feature of the image frame detected an
incorrect assumption, and the subsequent appropriate amount of motion failed to be detected,
so the closed-loop point was not reached. (b) The mapping situation of the algorithm model
at the closed loop point after the completion of a week. At the closed-loop point, the original
odometer has a deviation and fails to close with the position at the closed-loop point. The visual
memory model recognizes the closed loop points, and the cognitive map achieves closure. (c)
After the algorithm model passes through the closed-loop point (the green circle on the cognitive
map) for the second time, the map is shifted due to the influence of the error caused by the
original odometer. (d) After passing through two closed-loop points (the green and blue circles in
the cognitive map), the method of setting the maximum node density threshold described in this
article is used to correct the map offset in Fig. 11c
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The Turtlebot2 robotic platform was used to provide the physical basis for this experiment. It
has a mobile robot base, a red-green-blue-depth (RGB-D) camera, two motor encoders (providing
odometer information) and a micro-inertial measurement unit (MIMU, providing angular infor-
mation). When the robot is building a cognitive map, it needs to receive the motion instructions
sent by the computer. Therefore, it is necessary to place the laptop on the robot platform and
control the robot to move in the environment through the wireless keyboard, and receive the
speed, direction and image information. We control the mobile robot to explore in a 3 m ×
10 m laboratory environment, the exploration time is 240 s, the sampling period is 0.2 s, and
the maximum moving speed of the mobile robot platform during the collection process is set to
0.5 m/s. Fig. 12a the actual robot motion trajectory (shown by the blue line) and Fig. 12b are the
robot platform used in the experiment and the images collected in some laboratories.

Figure 12: (a) The actual trajectory of the robot. (b) Mobile robot platform and some laboratory
images collected

We use the algorithm in this article to build a cognitive map of an indoor laboratory and
the RatSLAM algorithm builds a map under this data set for comparison experiments. The
closed-loop detection method adopted by the RatSLAM algorithm is to use the scanline intensity
profile in the depth image to match the view template and then complete the correction of the
cumulative error of the cognitive map. Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the original odometer
movement route (left), the RatSLAM algorithm (middle) and the cognitive map established by the
algorithm of this article (right). From the experimental results, the cognitive map established by
the algorithm in this paper is basically the same as the odometer map. However, as the robot
moves, the cumulative error of sensors such as the odometer becomes larger and larger, which
causes the robot trajectory to deviate from the original trajectory, which has a large deviation from
the actual path, and the trajectory is relatively messy. However, the cognitive map can successfully
detect the closed loop, correct the path and draw an accurate cognitive map. From the comparison
chart in Figs. 13c and 13d, both the algorithm in this article and the RatSLAM algorithm can
detect closed loop points and correct the path. However, with the increase of operation time, the
cognitive map established by RatSLAM has drifted, but the algorithm in this article still maintains
good robustness.
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Figure 13: At different time nodes, the original odometer (left), RatSLAM algorithm (middle) are
compared with our algorithm. (a) Comparison of experimental results at 80 s. The cognitive map
and odometer map established by the two algorithms are basically the same, but the cognitive
map established by our algorithm is denser. Compared with the pose cells proposed by RatSLAM,
the iterative algorithm in this paper can generate more accurate position recognition nodes. (b)
Comparing the experimental results at 140 s, the trajectory recorded by the odometer began
to drift. After running around the map for a week, the RatSLAM algorithm failed to achieve
the closed loop of the map. The algorithm we proposed successfully achieved the closed loop
of the map. (c) Comparison of experimental results at 180 s. The cognitive map established by
RatSLAM’s algorithm shows large positional shifts (orange circles), but the algorithm in this
article is still accurate. (d) Compared with the experimental results at 240 s, the RatSLAM
algorithm failed to correct the cumulative error after detecting the closed loop point, and realized
the map closure, while our algorithm established a complete cognitive map

4 Discussion

Our algorithm uses the relative positions of visual image features to identify closed-loop
points to correct the established cognitive map. We discuss how spatially separated sensory inputs
(encoding eye focus positions with visual grid cells) can collaborate in parallel to identify closed-
loop points, and this is the first approach to identify map closed-loop points using spatially
separated sensory inputs. The core theoretical basis of this approach is that visual recognition
memory will use visual grid cells to encode the relative layout of multiple features. The model has
been simplified accordingly to focus on the basic mechanisms proposed, such as pre-processing of
the input image with conventional feature detection methods.
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It is inevitable that physical factors such as wheel slip will cause cumulative errors during
robot movement, but our algorithm does a good job of correcting for map errors, demonstrating
the better environmental adaptability and robustness. Although the RatSLAM algorithm is a
classic rat brain hippocampus mapping scheme, the pose cell it uses is a virtual cell type that
assists in mapping and navigation and is not a real biological brain cell. However, the various
cell types used in our mapping algorithm (especially grid cells and place cells, which are key cell
types for mammalian positioning and navigation) are present in the mammalian brain. In addition,
the visual memory model proposed by our algorithm characterizes the perceptual mechanism of
biological vision, establishes the encoding of the position of the eye during image recognition
and the encoding of information at the eye focus, and corresponds one-to-one to the recognition
cognitive mechanism of mammals found in biological experiments, so our algorithm is more
suitable for the study of robotic bionics.

5 Conclusions

We propose a bionic cognitive map construction system incorporating bio-vision, which fea-
tures an iterative model computational approach to establish a grid cell to location cell discharge
activation process for robot localization in space. Furthermore, inspired by the results of experi-
ments in mammalian physiology, this model employs an image memory algorithm based on visual
grid cells and spatial view cells to close the loop on the established cognitive maps and correct
for errors in spatial cell path integration. Grid cells and place cells underlie spatial localization
and navigation in rats, however, similar firing activity in the visual paradigm suggests that the
same neural circuits may also contribute to visual processing. Sensory signals from rat vestibular
and proprioceptive movements can drive grid cells and position cells during path integration and
large-scale spatial navigation, and when an intelligent body is engaged in a visual recognition
task, oculomotor sweep neural inputs can update similar cells for scene memory. This visual
memory approach shows how one-shot learning occurs in the robot’s environment, like one-
shot learning in the hippocampal structure of the rat brain. The model ultimately constructs
a topological metric map containing the coordinates of environmental location points, visual
scene cues and bit-specific topological relationships. Unlike the traditional closed-loop detection
approach in SLAM algorithms, our closed-loop detection algorithm plays a specific role of visual
grid cells in visual recognition, which is consistent with recent evidence on visual grid cells driven
by eye movements [39–41]. Comparing the rat-like brain map building algorithm RatSLAM,
our algorithm performs better in terms of environmental adaptation and robustness, and the
whole algorithmic framework is more in line with facts from biophysiological studies rather than
using virtual pose cells. Our proposed cognitive map construction method is based on biological
environmental cognitive mechanisms and visual situational memory mechanisms and will provide
a basis for further research on bionic robot navigation.
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